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to focus more on difficult ones for learning. In the mixture of experts, we try to specialize each expert in a part of input pattern and each expert is responsible for its own task. The ECOC is a method that it overcomes label complexity when the number of classes is large and yields promising results on both synthetic and real datasets [6, 7, 9, 23]. In this approach, a multi class complex problem is decomposed into a number of simple binary sub-problems called dichotomies, according to the sequence of 0’s and 1’s of the columns of a binary decomposition matrix called code matrix. For any incoming pattern, each base classifier makes a decision and produces a measure vector that its members are dichotomy’s output. There are various methods in reconstruction stage that they measure similarity between the produced measure vector and the class labels called code words to make a final decision [8, 9, 12]. The Minimum Hamming distance between the measured vector and the code words are the commonly used method in similarity assessment and class assigning. In this approach, all dichotomies have the same effect on distance but in fact, every dichotomy has also its own importance because it faces with different sub-problems. In references [21,22] a weight vector is used for adjusting the importance of each dichotomy in minimum distance measure such a way that the weight parameters determined base on base classifiers accuracy or dichotomy complexity. As an extension to the previous works and forming more efficient decoding, in this paper, Genetic Algorithm (GA) [10] is used for search for optimal weights to be associated with each of dichotomies that considers the difference of each base classifier in reconstruction stage. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present ECOC classification method. Genetic algorithms and its application in weight adjustment are discussed in section 3. Experimental results



Abstract Error correcting output codes (ECOC) is one of the most valuable methods in building multiple classifier systems. This method decomposes a multiclass problem into a number of simpler binary sub-problems called dichotomies. The simplest methods of reconstruction of ECOC ensemble are Hamming and Margin decoding. Thay ignore the difference of dichotomies that lead to different base classifiers. In this paper, we give a new and general technique for combining classifiers that does not suffer from this defect. We use weights for adjusting the distance of base classifier outputs from the labels of existing classes. Optimal weights are determined by a proposed Genetic algorithm-based method which is the popular one of evolutionary Algorithms. Experimental results on two benchmark datasets and two different algorithms as the base classifiers show the robustness of the proposed decoding method with respect to the previously introduced decoding methods. Keywords: Multiple classifier systems, Error correcting output codes, Genetic algorithm, Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Machine (SVM).



1. Introduction In pattern recognition, the ultimate goal is to achieve the best possible classification performance for task at hand. Since there is no single classifier to handle completely all classification problems, combining multiple classifiers is proposed. In this concept, it has been proved that combining more independent classifiers renders better performance; therefore, increase in diversity among the base classifiers is targeted[1, 2]. There are many approaches for generating diverse classifiers; among them are boosting [3], mixture of experts [4] and ECOC [5]. In the boosting, we change input samples distribution for each classifier 978-0-7695-3322-3/08 $25.00 © 2008 IEEE DOI 10.1109/NCM.2008.260
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and discussion are presented in section 4 and finally the conclusion comes.



- Map the training patterns into supper classes according to the sequence of 0’s and 1’s (decomposition) - Train base classifier with the patterns based on defined supper classes Therefore, we have b trained dichotomies



2. Error Correcting Output Codes and classification



Test phase:



Original idea of ECOC is motivated from signal transmission in communication which class information is transmitted over a noisy channel. In this method using codes with error correcting properties is a strategy to suppress existing noise effects. In classification problems, this noise is dichotomies’ error caused by limit in training samples, complexity of class boundary, overfitting of base classifiers or any misclassification factors. Thus, ECOC in classification is intended to overcome these shortcomings and increase in generalization. In designing ECOC ensemble, we faced with three main problems:



- Apply an incoming test pattern xto all dichotomies and create a vector:



y = [ y 1 , y 2 ,..., y b ]T



(1)



In which yj is the output of jth dichotomy For decision making (reconstruction) - For each class, measure distance between the output vector and label of each class (matrix row):



Li = ∑ j =1 Z ij − y j b



(2)



where Zij is member of ith row and jth column in code matrix. - Assign x to the class



ωi corresponding to the closest code



word:



2.1. Code generation methods for effective decomposition: various methods proposed in literature for code matrix generation [5, 11]. In almost all of this methods, the final goal is having greatest possible distance between any pair of code words for more error correcting capability and low correlation among matrix columns (binary sub-problems) for independency in performance of dichotomies. Furthermore, it has proved that code matrix with equai-distance between all pairs of rows lead to a better decomposition and reduce generalization error [12]. BCH code generation, Exhaustive codes, randomized hill climbing, 1vs1 and 1vsA are some famous code generation methods with good results in the literature [5, 7, 11, 12, 13]. Therefore, role of code matrix in decomposition stage is vital.



i = ArgMin ( Li )



(3)



3. Genetic algorithm based method Many researchers have previously used the GA for combining classifiers, e.g. [16]. Here, we use genetic algorithm for weight adjustment in the reconstruction stage of ECOC ensemble. First, the basic description of the evolutionary computation with the GA is presented. Then the use of GA for finding optimal weights for the weighted minimum distance in ECOC ensemble is illustrated. 3.1. Over view of the genetic algorithm GA is an optimization method inspired by natural evolution and developed in the 70’s by Holland [17]. The main thrust of GA is based on the Darwinian Survival of Fittest Theory. In this method, a population of solutions is encoded to strings that called chromosomes, and represented to optimize the particular function called fitness function. Using genetic operations, population of fitted individual increased generation by generation until convergence to satisfactory solution. Main framework of this algorithm is as follows:



2.2. Preparing suitable dichotomies: Since the overall classification accuracy highly depends on dichotomies performance, we try to design more accurate and independent dichotomies. 2.3. Appropriate reconstruction strategy design: Many different strategies proposed in reconstruction stage such as minimum distance, dempster-shafer based combining, the least squares method and the centroid algorithm [12, 14, 15]. In these methods, an incoming pattern is assigned to a class, according to the closest distance to a binary code word (matrix row).



Genetic algorithm: - Initialize a random population as initial solutions of problem - Evaluate population according to required fitness function and assigned a probability of survival proportional to their fitness.



Here, ECOC algorithm is reviewed as follows: Training phase: For each column of code matrix 392
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II.



- Reproduce a number of children for selected high-scoring individuals in the current generation - Apply genetic operation, mutation and crossover to children generated above and obtain next generation - repeat steps ii to iv until the population converges to a satisfactory solution or maximum number of generation reaches.



III. IV. V.



Figure 1 shows biologically inspired terminology of this algorithm in the block cycle. More details about genetic operations and fitness function definition are available in Refs [17, 18].



Figure 2 shows the proposed algorithm in detail using block cycle, which takes pieces of weighting coefficients to combine base classifier’s opinion (distance) as strings.



Population (chromosomes) Offspring



Genetic operators



Parents



Mates



Multiply each weight to the corresponding dichotomy’s distance as shown in eq.4 and evaluate with recognition rate on training data Select satisfactory weight strings for mating Use genetic operators to create the new population of weight strings Repeat steps ii to iv until accuracy rate convergence to satisfactory value or maximum number of generation reaches



Evolution (fitness)



Population



Reproduction



Selection (Mating pool)



Fig. 1: Principal of genetic algorithm



Genetic Operators



Selection



3.2. GA for ECOC weights adjustment Previous researchers benefited from ECOC classification algorithm, usually use simple minimum distance for similarity measure in assigning pattern to a class in reconstruction stage, as denoted in Eq.(2) [19]. Since in many cases, we decompose a problem into a number of binary subproblems that have different distributions, fusion of original classes and dichotomies with different accuracy, is obviously not reasonable to take their simple distance. As an extension to the previous researches utilizing evolutionary search techniques that leads to the multidimensional search model described in the subsection 3.1, the GA has been applied to finding the optimal weights for linear weighted distance of the outputs decision of the dichotomies as follows:



Li = ∑ j =1W j Z ij − y j b



Fig. 2: General Scheme of weight adjustment using GA



Therefore, by introducing the additional levels of flexibility for distance measurement (i.e. coefficients that can take values between 0 and 1) and take benefit from evolutionally computation search technique like GA, we would hope that the overall performance of the combined system would be improved.



4. Experimental results and discussion In our experiments, we used the Satimage and Pen Digit datasets as benchmarks to evaluate the performance of our method. Satimage dataset is one of the famous datasets of ELENA database that has been generated from the Landsat Multi-Spectral Scanner image data. It consists of 6435 image samples with 36 features. 4290 samples are used for training and 2145 samples are used for testing. The samples are crisply classified in 6 classes and are presented in random order in the database. Large sample size, numerical, equally ranged features, no missing values and compact



(4)



where Wj is the weight corresponding to the jth column adjusted with GA and scaled between [0 ~1]. The GA based approach to our problem is described here: I.



Create a population of real-value weights (strings) in range of [0 ~1]
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After training all the base classifiers, GA is used to obtain the optimal weights corresponding to each dichotomy in the reconstruction stage. The number of individuals in the population (population size) was 80 and the other evolution parameters are as follows: -0.6 one-point crossover rate -Different mutation rates which varies from 0.01 to 0.5. - A fitness value is assigned to an individual by testing the recognition accuracy with the training set. The cycle of evolutionary process stops when the best fitness of the population does not improve any more for a long while or maximum number of generation is reached.



classes of approximately equal size, shape and prior probabilities make this dataset attractive. The Pen Digit database is a 10-class problem from the UCI machine-learning repository contains 10,992 samples of handwritten digits 0-9 collected from 44 different writers [20]. The dataset is divided into 7,494 samples as a training set and 3,498 samples as a test set. Each digit is stored as a 16-dimensional vector. The 16 attributes are derived using standard temporal and spatial resampling techniques in order to create vectors of the same length for every character. In our experiments, we used ECOC classifier with different coding strategies: one-versus-all, where each classifier is trained to discriminate a given class from the rest of classes using k dichotomizers; random techniques, that can be divided in the dense random strategy, that consists of a two-symbol matrix with high distance between rows with estimated length of 10*log2(k) bits per code; and the sparse random strategy, that includes the ternary symbol and the estimated optimal length is about 15*log2(k); exhaustive code is simple and effective and usually used for problems with the number of classes less than seven. For the problem with k classes, the length of the codewords will be 2k-1-1. Finally, one-versus-one is one of the most wellknown coding strategies with k(k − 1)/2 dichotomizers including all the combinations of pairs of classes. Note that in Satimage dataset, one-versus-all, dense random, sparse random, exhaustive and one-versusone strategy require 6, 25, 38, 31 and 15 dichotomizers, respectively. We used multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks as base classifiers for binary decisions making. For the Satimage and PenDigit datasets, we trained independent base classifiers that their hidden layer neurons were 25 and 30 and the numbers of iteration were 400 and 600, respectively. This structure in the ECOC ensemble led to the maximum performance on these problems. In order to further validate our approach, we provide new experiments using Support Vector Machines with linear kernels with a built-in multi-class SVM [24] with the same kernel. The results are shown in tables 2 and 4. As expected and fig.3a also indicates, there is a difference between the confidences on the outputs of a base classifier trained with problems having different level of complexity. To handle this problem, our GA based method adjusts weights into the decoding process as shown in 3b. Notice that the adjusted weights by GA and the classifiers accuracy have not any direct relation so adjusting the weights should not lead to a better result. Figure 3 shows the result on the Satimage dataset. Results for the PenDigit dataset is same.



(a)



(b) Fig. 3: Different parameters of the 33 base classifiers used in ECOC ensemble with dense random code on PenDigit dataset. a) Recognition rates and b) adjusted weights by proposed GA based method.



Figure 4 shows the recognition rates as the generation goes from 1 to 100 versus different mutation rates 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5. This figure illustrates that the mutation rate 0.01 outperform the others, so we used this rate in our experiment to obtain the optimal weights.
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Hamming decoding



Centroid algorithm



Performancebased decoding



12.81



13.43



11.30



11.02



11.01



12.15



12.70



10.57



10.33



Dense



15.50



16.95



15.95



13.96



12.10



14.21



16.44



16.27



13.43



12.65



15.28



15.93



16.51



13.40



12.55



GA-based decoding



Margin decoding 12. 48



1vs1



Decoding Methods 1vsA



random Sparse random Exhaustive



Fig. 4: Fitness (Recognition rate) of different mutation rates for 100 generation on Satimage dataset.



Table 2: ECOC Strategies hits for Satimage dataset using SVM as a base classifier. Hamming decoding



Centroid Algorithm



Performancebased decoding



15.94



16.54



15.49



14.53



13.95



1vs1



12.87



13.10



12.90



11.77



11.00



Dense



14.84



15.33



15.01



13.13



12.55



13.65



14.11



13.55



12.85



12.34



14.60



15.03



GA-based decoding



Margin decoding



1vsA



Decoding Methods



Figure 5 shows that the best and average fitness changes in 0.01 mutation rate. As the figure shows the performance increases as the generation proceeds and after the initial sharp improvement, overall classification accuracy will no longer improve at the continuation.



random Sparse random Exhaustive



14.98



13.33



12.65



Table 3: ECOC Strategies hits for PenDigit dataset using MLP as a base classifier. Hamming decoding



Centroid algorithm



Performancebased decoding



12.35



10.92



10.00



9.18



6.23



6.77



5.93



5.65



5.19



Fig. 5: Fitness (Recognition rate) as a function of the number of generations in the GA for 0.01 mutation rate on Satimage dataset.



Dense



6.90



7.23



6.14



6.10



5.91



6.84



7.00



6.56



6.33



5.95



GA-based decoding



Margin decoding 11.84



1vs1



Decoding Methods 1vsA



random Sparse random



To evaluate the performance of the proposed method and also exhibit the advantage of the using adjusted weights made by the genetic algorithm, we compare it with four decoding methods proposed in previous works in ECOC ensemble forming: The Margin decoding, Hamming decoding, centroid algorithm and Performance-based decoding (or Lossbased Decoding). For more details, about the two later methods refer to [12, 21]. We used similar base classifiers for all and applied the four mentioned methods to it. Tables 1-4 present the error rates on Satimage and PenDigit datasets and shows the robustness of the proposed method which strongly decreases the error rate with respect to the other methods.



Table 4: ECOC Strategies hits for PenDigit dataset using SVM as a base classifier. Hamming decoding



Centroid algorithm



Performancebased decoding



8.63



8.02



7.69



7.35



3.16



3.46



2.95



2.77



2.09



Dense



7.32



7.63



6.90



6.56



6.21



5.50



5.92



5.55



5.48



5.13



GA-based decoding



Margin decoding 8.24



1vs1



Decoding Methods 1vsA



random Sparse random



Table 1: ECOC Strategies hits for Satimage dataset using MLP as a base classifier.



The following points have been extracted from the above experiments:
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[4] Jacobs. R.A, Jordan. M.I, Nowlan. S.E, G.E. Hinton, Adaptive mixture of experts, Neural Comput., 3, 1991, 79– 87. [5] T. G. Dietterich and G. Bakiri, Solving multiclass learning problems via error correcting output codes, J. of Artificial Intelligence Research, 2,1995, 263-286. [6] N. Hatami, R. Ebrahimpour, R. Ghadri, "ECOC-Based Training of Neural Networks for Face Recognition", 3rd IEEE International Conference on Cybernetics and Intelligent Systems (CIS), 2008, (to appear). [7] Windeatt, T., Ghaderi, R., Binary labeling and decision level fusion. Inform. Fusion, 2, 2001, 103–112. [8] R. Ghaderi, T. Windeatt. Least Squares and Estimation Measures via Error Correcting Output Code. Multiple Classifier Systems, 2001, 148-157. [9] J. Kittler, R. Ghaderi, T. Windeatt, J. Matas. Face verification via error correcting output codes. Image Vision Comput., 21(13-14), 2003, 1163-1169. [10] D.E. Goldberg, Genetic Algorithms in Search, Optimization and Machine Learning, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1989. [11] E.L Allwein, R.E Shapire and Y. Singer, “Reducing Multiclass to Binary: A Unifying Approach for Margin Classifiers,” Journal of Machine Learning Research, 1, 2000, 113-141. [12] Windeatt, T., Ghaderi, R., Coding and decoding strategies for multi-class learning problems. Inform. Fusion, 4,2003, 11–21. [13] W.W. Peterson and J.R. Weldon. Error-Correcting Codes. MIT press, Cambridge, MA, 1972. [14] G. Shafer. A mathematical theory of evidence. Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1976. [15] E.B. Kong and T.G. Diettrich. Probability estimation via error-correcting output coding. In Int. Conf. of Artificial Inteligence and soft computing, Banff, Canada, 1997. [16] B. Gabrys and D. Ruta, "Genetic Algorithms in Classifier Fusion", Applied Soft Computing, 6(4), 2006, 337347. [17] J.H. Holland, Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems, The University of Michigan Press, Michigan, 1975. [18] J. L. Filho, P. C. Treleaven, C. Alippi, and P. Di Milano, “Genetic algorithm programming environments,” IEEE Comput., Mag., 1994, 28–43. [19] E.B. Kong and T.G. Diettrich. Error-correcting output coding corrects bias and variance. In 12th Int. Conf. of Machine Learning, pages 313–321, 1995. Morgan Kaufmann. [20] E. Alpaydin, F. Alimoglu. UCI repository of machine learning databases. University of California, Irvine, Dept. of Information and Computer Sciences, 1998. [21] N. Hatami, S. Seyedtabaii, M. Mikaili, Combining Classifiers for Handwritten Digit Recognition, 3rd Int'l Conf. on Information & Knowledge Technology (IKT07), 2007. [22] J. Ko, E. Kim, "On ECOC as Binary Ensemble Classifiers", IAPR Int'l Conf. on Machine Learning and Data Mining, Leipzig, Germany, LNCS 3587, 2005,1-10. [23] N. Hatami, "Thinned ECOC Decomposition for Gene Expression Based Cancer Classification", 8th Int'l Conf. on Intelligent Systems Design and Applications (ISDA), 2008, (to appear). [24] OSU-SVM-TOOLBOX, http://svm.sourceforge.net.



1) Different weights assigned to different binary classifiers shows that each of them have different contribution in solving the problem. Therefore, it is better to propose a weighted decoding method based on some properties of problem, simpler and faster than genetic search. 2) With comparison of dichotomies accuracy and corresponding weights assigned by GA in fig. 3, there is not any direct relation between them. 3) w=0 that assigned to some dichotomies indicated the weakness of the code matrix in defining effective binary problems. This binary problems lead to higher computational cost or system complexity and even misclassification. Since when we do not use these dichotomies in reconstruction stage, classification accuracy is strongly increased. Therefore, we have to try to propose an effective code generation method to overcome this shortcoming. 4) Despite the robustness of the proposed decoding method, the main shortcoming of the ECOC algorithm in decomposition stage, that is code matrix generation without considering its consistency with the problem, still remains. This leads to an inefficient decomposition and decrease in accuracy of overall system. In future works we will try to overcome the above shortcomings and give answer to the remaining questions in this problem.



5. Conclusions In this paper, we propose the GA-based decoding method in reconstruction stage of ECOC ensemble. We try to modify minimum distance decoding method for robustness in class assignment. Experimental comparison on real datasets shows that the proposed decoding method outperforms the previously proposed decoding strategies.



6. References [1] Ali. K.M and Pazzani. M.J.: On the Link Between Error Correlation and Error Reduction in Decision Tree Ensembles, Technical Report 95-38, ICS-UCI, 1995. [2] Hatami. N. and Ebrahimpour. R. Combining Multiple Classifiers: Diversify with Boosting and Combining by Stacking, IJCSNS International Journal of Computer Science and Network Security, 7(1), 2007, 127-131. [3] Freund. Y. and Schapire. R.E.: A decision-theoretic generalization of on-line learning and an application to boosting, J. of Computer and System Science, 55(1), 1997, 119-139.
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